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UHWO

greatest \# of degrees

NH

redemption

Title III grant

Hi-Touch

Fr 30+ credits

Complete Eng/Math

1st yr

Need aspirational goals

for UHWD - Internal

Scorecard (Review Peers Benchmark Institutions)

bring in 60 - market to

20 AP HS students;

90 Other CL course on HS;

let newly admitted sit above

summer school; combine NSO

type activities

3 GPA's

Inst - UHWO or

Cum - all can

Transfer - what transfer

0 Transfer 2 + grades

and 0 credits

2 Repeat policy -

- currently every course

counts

- "passing grade on 1st

course

Need of "post bacc" category

or unclassified
# OF CLASS SECTIONS OFFERED
+10%

RETENTION OF FRESH/SOPH ↑

# OF DL COURSES UPPER DIV INCREASE
# OF DL COURSES LOW DIV DECREASE

DINING HALL SALES INCREASE

CAMPUSS CLUB PARTICIPATION INCREASE
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